
Chapter 19 Command of the Manila 
 

Back in Madra: I Receive a Mission 
 
DM: You, Thumper, are staying in Madra?  At the Horseshoe?  Until either the sailing season 
begins again or something comes your way? 

Well, just to keep you apprised of the latest gossip and current events: 
Lunpal has been retaken by the Earl [?], and Harlet, Son of the Hamlet the Deranged, is 

recently declared the Lord. 
The north still seems to be quiet in regards to the Earl Markak.  People are surprised to 

find that Miank is the Lord of Kalay, but no one has heard about Lord Rextul. 
Nothing more is known about the Nomads. 
Garoh has fallen, and leaving only one more village unconquered.  Many expect a 

surrender any day now. 
The Militia ships currently in port are the Dragon Wing, and two of the sloops, Swiftsure 

and Simarillion.  Drendum has come back to Madra with his company.  Rumor has it that Briggs 
and his last few remaining ships were engaged off the southern coast of Ocienia and destroyed. 
Briggs is supposed dead. 

There is still no word from Grisham.  He hasn't returned.  As far as I can remember, he 
was your only way of recruiting sailors for Vigilance, so your crew remains empty. 

Clethera remains friendly, she is enjoying your company.  Thanks to Lunpal's recapture, 
woods is becoming more abundant in Madra, and rumor has it that another two Militia sloops 
have been commissioned to be built.  There does seem to be more activity down at the dockyards 
with ship construction.  A warm spell is coming over Madra.  This isn’t spring yet, but that isn’t 
stopping people from getting an early jump on the preparations for the next sailing season. 

You are one day approached by a messenger from the Militia, with a dispatch for you 
from the Admiralty. The contents are as follows: 

 
To, Thumper of Madra, Commander, Royal Naval Militia, 
From the desk of Admiral Bowline, 

Sir, 
In light of your recent actions on board the Dragon Wing in her quest to capture and sink 
the Ship known as Flame, and your part in the boarding and capture of her, you are being 
awarded with a letter of commendation in your promotion jacket, along with the bronze 
star for your valiant efforts.  In appreciation of your valiant efforts, I am hereby offering 
you the command of the HMS Manilla, Sloop of the Naval Militia, currently docked 
downstream from Dale.  If you choose to accept this posting, report to Militia 
Headquarters tomorrow at Noon for your orders.  If you choose to decline, then know 
that two new sloops have been commissioned to be completed sometime this spring, and 
your name is at the top of the list for command.  Send back word with this messenger. 
Enclosed in this packet is your Bronze Star. 
Admiral Bowline, Commander in Chief of the Royal Naval Militia" 

 
Thumper: Yes, Thumper is staying with Clethara at the Horseshoe.  Temek is here.  (I'll pay him, 
assuming I have enough.  How much is he expecting?)  I'm waiting for Grisham.  Sailing season 
should be here soon.  I will look for someone who can go to Daila and look for him, and maybe 



find out what's happened to the sailors (and Logan?  Stark?).  My guess at where the sailors have 
gone: a crew for Earl's new ship.  (Maybe Drendum would know something about that, too.)  I 
may have to find another Master.  I'll start asking around.  (Maybe I’ll even have to recruit crew 
myself, if it comes to that.) 

I think I heard Harlet was back in.  I really am curious about Lord Rextul.  He can't have 
just vanished.  You'd think the King would be concerned.  And that, Drendum would know.  
(Maybe he does.)  If nothing is known of the nomads, that's a good thing; they must not be 
causing trouble.  Wonder if anything has been heard from Kimbombo.  Good news about the 
war. 

Oh!  A letter!  Oh my gosh....  What are we going to do?  I talk this over with Clethara.  
How would she like to be Captain of the Vigilance?  (I just bought an additional share, Hesia’s, 
too!  Brother Hesia had become uninterested in the Vigalance and her merchant doings.)  Or, 
maybe the Navy would consider her....  No, I don't think I could pull that off.  I'd be more 
comfortable with her as Captain of Vigilance if Grisham were here; he's reliable.  I've kind of 
figured Clethara and I as a good team.  Is Logan available?  Nobody'd get by with messing about 
with Vigilance with him on board.  (Except, will he....  No, we don't want to think about that.)  I 
guess I need to report in and see what HQ has to say: How long, and why do they want me?  I 
really do need to get back to the Vigilance.  Why does the Navy, and the Militia in particular, 
need all these ships active if we've just won the war, and hence no Oceana navy to worry about 
(and no other known potential enemies), and Pirate Briggs has been taken care of?  It doesn't 
make sense to me.  Maybe there's an explanation.  Needs to be good. 

So, yes, I report to Militia HQ. 
 

DM: Temek will ask for 10 gp every two weeks to live on for the moment, then you can work 
out a more suitable contract when the shipping season starts.  You look for someone to go find 
Grisham, well since you are paying him, Temek will volunteer.  He has some guard connections 
and he might be able to get the low down on what’s going on there. 

No one knows anything about Rextul, as far as you can hear, he did exactly that, 
disappear.  Not much known from the NW part of Lumeria. 

You report of HQ the next morning and get shown into the admiral's office. 
“Commander, I see you got my letter. Yes, you can have the command of the HMS 

Manilla if you wish.  I want someone competent in command of each of my ships, because 
between you and me, I don’t trust the Earl Markak. I think he’s up to something.  This command 
can be as long as you wish, whether it be a single mission, or serving on board for a year.  If you 
accept, then I will give you your orders.  You ask the reason why the Militia needs so many ships 
active, well I'll answer that with this, the Militia Sloops are cheap and inexpensive to build and 
operate.  After the war is concluded, our government is going to need fast and reliable ships to 
keep control of the water surrounding our two continents.  You are correct in stating that Briggs 
has been destroyed, and that the war is over on the seas, but the Lumerian Navy is demolished, 
and we need these ships to stop those who would break maritime law.  Unless you feel that 
anyone who rigs a ballista on their deck should be allowed to ‘patrol’ trade routes and demand 
taxes from passing ships?  It's not a big area, but with seven ships, we can patrol these seas.  
Also, the fact that these ships are swift, means that messages can be passed quickly from town to 
town in case of any emergency.  Does that satisfy your question?  I can understand your wanting 
to return to your merchant ship, and as I say, you can return to her whenever you wish, however 



as you are sitting around until the shipping season begins anyway, you might as well put these 
weeks to good work.  So Commander, I will ask you, will you accept the posting?” 

 
Thumper:  I meant to talk this over with Clethara.  I'm assuming then that she didn't really have 
anything to say that would suggest I shouldn't do this at least on a temporary basis.  She will be 
in charge of the Vigilance.  The ship's fund is depleted, so pay for Temek will take it negative 
(loan) for the time being.  Can Clethara cover that business?  I'm short on funds but can leave 
100gp with her for contingencies.  Temek can get the 10gp per week, plus a bonus and expenses 
for his mission.  (I hope he doesn't disappear too!) 

So, assuming that's all arranged (or can be) I'll say that yes, I'll serve on a per-mission 
basis.  I owe a duty to the shareholders of the Vigilance to fulfil my duties as Captain during the 
regular sailing trade season.  For some reason, I'm having trouble finding a crew.  Any idea why?  
(I explain.)  So, I'll be happy to serve with the HMS Manilla until I must return to Madra. 

I hope he can tell me something of the ship and crew.  And, of course, the mission. 
 
DM: Clethera has nothing to say that would suggest that you shouldn’t take this up on a 
temporary basis.  She will take care of all that Business.  Temek will leave the next day. 

(Admiral Bowline) “Very good.  I was waiting until you made your decision to take up 
the posting before giving you any more information.  I will be sending you a paper copy of these 
orders, but here is your mission in brief.  You are ordered to take the Manilla to Kalayport, and 
there direct the search for Lord Rextul, the former lord of Kalay. You, along with the HMS 
Pegasus, and a cavalry detachment under the Command of Lt. Grundy, will be deployed in that 
area, searching for him.  You will work in conjunction with these two forces, and will be the 
senior officer present. 

There is little information we have on his location at present, but we know more than 
we've let out.  We had an anonymous tip that a ship bearing someone leaving Kalay in a hurry 
was spotted sailing NE nearly an hour before Miank marched into the town.  A survey of the 
ships in port revealed that the private sloop Escape Route was missing.  Then, three days later, 
debris from a ship, or possibly more, washed up on the Eastern shore of Lumeria, at the mouth of 
the River SE of Kalay.  The debris was found by a merchant.  Among this debris was a broken 
end of a ballista bolt.  This was about two weeks ago.  We brought the pieces here to be 
examined, and have determined that they are pieces matching a ship the size and paint 
description of the Escape Route.  We haven’t heard anything about an engagement off the coast, 
and HMS Pegasus hasn’t reported any sign of a wreck along the coast.  The wind from that night, 
as based on the log of the Pegasus, is that the wind was strong from the SW, so that ship, if it’s 
still out there could be anywhere.  As we don’t know Lord Rextul was in fact upon this ship, you 
are still required to investigate his possible location on the continent.” 

“Also, however, and this order will not be given to you in writing, I am ordering you to 
make at least one trip personally to Daila Harbor.  If you must give a reason to authorities, then 
give one related to the search or whatever you wish, and make a detailed count of all ships in the 
harbor, and an account of any activity of the dockyard.  Any information you can gather on the 
whereabouts of the sailors and such of Daila will be helpful.” 

“The HMS Manila is a Militia sloop, identical to here four other sisters. Your record 
shows that you served on one mission aboard the HMS Pegasus, so you are aware of what this 
ship is designed for, speed over firepower.  However, the Manilla is the strongest of the five. She 
has four ballistae rather than the standard two.  Her former captain was a rather lax individual, 



and let a few things by on his ship that shouldn’t have.  The crew is a good one, but you might 
have some initial problems getting them up to scratch.  Your Master’s name is Carthey, and he 
sort of follows in the same line of his former captain.  The Men at arms sergeant’s name is 
Mowett.  He keeps his eight men at arms in line.  You have two midshipmen, and a space for one 
more if you wish.  Your two current Midshipman are Blakeney and Rallen.  They are what 
they've been taught to be by their former captain.  I suggest that you get them in line quickly. 
Does this answer all your questions?” 

“Oh, you are having trouble finding a crew?  Well, they should be more abundant as soon 
as this war's over.  As a sailor myself, I know you might not wish to do this, but hiring lubbers 
might be the only way to get a full crew.  Your master went to Daila you say?  Well if you want 
to go looking for sailors, don’t go there.  There are none there for hire.  And none coming from 
there down to Madra, which is odd.  Usually a few of them flock south to Madra to get postings 
on some of the bigger, or more profitable, ships that are here.  Also, more of the fishing industry 
operates from here, so that catches them as well.  I understand your duties to your shareholders. 
However, you still have a little more than a month until the shipping season, so you can do some 
good in the time before then.” 
 
Thumper:  I accept the commission.  Is Lt. Grundy in Madra?  I note that Pegasus is not here yet.  
So, If I'm to be in charge, I need to leave some instructions, unless Admiral Bowline (that's who 
I'm talking to, right?) already has given them instructions, and I am not to take charge until I get 
to Kalayport. 

I assume that these orders are to be effected immediately.  I intend to leave for Dale in 
the morning.  Can I have an escort (which perhaps can return my horse to Madra)?  I assume I 
will have papers.  Is the current or recent captain still in command?  Do I relieve him, or has he 
been sacked already?  (I assume the latter.) 

My intention is to put to sea immediately, assuming the ship can be made ready 
expeditiously.  Is Carthey acting as purser?  Can I expect the vessel to be materially ready?  
[There are logistics issues of how purchases of what's needed are paid.  I assume some kind of 
warrant is presented to merchants and they bring these for reimbursement the Militia HQ.  
Presumably I have authorization to spend up to a certain amount.]  So, once at sea, I expect to 
need at least a few days of intense drills and target practice with the ballistae so I can assess the 
proficiency of the crew.  And maybe improve it.  Then, I plan to sail toward Daila.  If 
circumstances are right, we may stop and check the series of caves known as “Smuggler's Cove” 
on the way.  It's a possible hiding place for Lord Rextul.  Then I expect to go to Daila harbor.  
Not sure yet what I'll do there.  Maybe even accept the Earl's invitation of a meeting.  (If I do not 
return, Carthey will have orders to return to Dale.)  I expect to then, after sailing away towards 
Dale, to double back and go to Kalayport.  It will, I expect, take a week.  It would be well for the 
others, Pegasus (who commanding?) and Grundy, to get to Kalay/Kalayport first and begin the 
search.  Pegasus would first search the East coast, then visit the island NE of Daila to see if there 
is anything there, before proceeding to Injuma Bay, then Kalayport.  Once Pegasus is in 
Kalayport, Grundy is to report to the master of that vessel.  Then continue searching.  The 
Pegasus is to search Injuma Bay and maintain regular communications with Grundy (signals).  I 
will look for Pegasus upon arrival.  Does this seem reasonably consistent with your intentions?  I 
am also wondering if there has been any contact with the Nomads about this.  Right now, I don't 
expect to be able to check with them.  I also am assuming the Earl and his minions will not dare 



interfere overtly with this search for Lord Rextul, at least until we might start to find something 
problematic.  Does that seem right? 

Once I'm done, I return to tell Clethara what's up, give her some personal attention, and 
prepare to depart. 

 
I take command of HMS Manila: 

 
DM: (Bowline)  “The Pegasus, under command of Lt. Sackler, is already at Kalay, awaiting you.  
Lt. Grundy is on his way, having left the day before. There will be a section in your orders 
putting you in charge of the search upon arrival.” 

You leave for Dale in the morning.  He (Admiral Bowline) will arrange for you to be 
escorted by a trio of cavalry flunkies, and Clethera will accompany you.  The former captain is 
no longer in command, he was, for lack of a better term, “sacked.” 

Word was sent two days ago by message rider for Carthey, through Fitzhugh the Purser, 
to ready the ship to be ready to leave at a moment’s notice.  If you have any other needs that you 
seem to find necessary, you have a captain's spending limit of 400gp in warrants to use in 
provisioning your ship.  Pegasus is already on station at Kalay, and Admiral Bowline agrees with 
your plan for extensive drills.  “Get that crew into fighting shape.”  A rider can be sent to Kalay 
by the time you reach Dale to deliver instructions to Pegasus if you wish.  No contact has been 
made with the nomads with regards to this.  No interference is expected from the Earl or his 
minions, but, “I wouldn't trust him or his goons.” 

Clethera is glad that this mission isn’t like chasing down a hostile vessel, and definitely 
returns the attention. You leave the next day, and after two days, you reach Dale. 

The Manilla is 47 feet long (water line) and 11½ feet wide.  You go through the taking of 
command, and you review the stores for the ship.  The crew is a total of 15, and there are eight 
men at arms in addition.  There is enough food and water aboard for six weeks at full rations.  
There are 100 ballista bolts, and enough tar to light all of them.  There is match, slow and quick, 
50 yards of both of them, along with two metal barrels of oil.  Spare cordage and sail materiel is 
sufficient to replace half of the rigging, and one small extra spar, 20ft long.  There is not much in 
the way of furniture for the captain’s cabin, or much in the way of cabin stores.  The crew will 
bring your sea chest aboard. 
 
Thumper:  Do I understand Clethara comes with me on HMS Manilla?  That would be welcome.  
We get to Dale and head for the sea immediately.  I and Carthey are at the helm, and as we go I 
observe, but let him give the commands to the crew.  I want to see what they are doing. 
 
DM:  When you were given your commision, you read through the Militia's regulations, and 
there was no rule against the commanding officer allowing women on board.  It was very vague 
on that subject. 
 
Thumper:  Oh!  That's good news!  So, Clethara goes with us.  I guess it’s too much for me to 
give her a temporary warrant or commission?  One way or another, she’s along.  Good. 

That being the case, I would have left a letter for Grisham and another for Temek saying 
we’ve gone, but should be back for the start of the season.  Grisham is to prepare the crew, and 
Temek look around for Grisham, and until then maybe keep an eye out for a good crossbowman, 
especially with heavy version, that would be good at longer ranges at sea.  Perhaps I can leave 



200 gp at the Militia HQ for Grisham to pick up if he gets back before we do?  Point is, I need to 
make some provisions for the Vigilance.  I thought Clethara would do that, but if she can come 
with me that's better.  I'd need to arrange for the horses (Antares, New Moon) to be returned to 
Madra and kept until our return. 

So, assuming all that's taken care of, we are aboard HMS Manilla making our way down 
the river from Dale.  So, some basic questions: Time of day?  Weather and wind?  (If easterly 
wind, we sail.  If westerly, people row.)  Do we have a (small) boat?  (We should.)  If it’s a 
strong West wind, we won’t get far.  Just get away from the city.  (I want to get a look at the 
crew working hard.)  If light, we may need to tow with the boat.  I've not been on this river with 
Vigilance, though I'd have had sessions on it while at school (In Dale under Trukus, but also 
some seamanship and navigation on the side).  So, I should know the area well.  Is this a wide 
tidal river? (I'd guess so, but never asked before.) 

I would have figured this (about Clethara) out before we left Madra.  So, Clethara would 
have also prepared for the trip, and gathered (or hastily bought) whatever she might have thought 
necessary and useful.  Might that have included a “uniform” that would fit her, so that from a 
distance she would not be particularly distinguishable?  I'm guessing she’d have her trunk too. 

As we steer away from Dale (by whatever means), I will converse with Carthey, though 
not when critical maneuvering is underway; don't want to distract him. 

(to Carthey) “I understand there have been concerns by The Admiralty about the 
efficiency of this vessel.  I’d like to see that these concerns are unfounded, and that after the 
relief of the former captain you have been running an efficient ship.  We are going to work hard 
for the next few days at drills, first focused on sail handling and maneuver, then on fighting the 
ship.  I want to see what we can do.  I do have some questions to ask.” 

1)  “How long has it been since the bottom was cleaned?  You've been in port.  I'd like to 
think advantage was taken of that opportunity.  This needs to be a fast ship, yet we carry the 
extra burden of these ballistae.  So being fast is very important.” 

2)  “How long has it been since the canvas was removed, cleaned and aired?  And the 
rigging tuned?  We need tight standing rigging to sail well upwind, one of our main advantages 
over larger vessels.” 

3)  “How long has it been since there has been practice with the ballistae?  Was it practice 
for accuracy, or for speed?  How many bolts expended in practice?  We need to be very ready to 
use them seriously.  Also, has the crew practiced regularly with melee weapons?” 

4)  “What has HMS Manilla been doing for the past few months?” 
“I intend to be the Captain and let you run the crew and manage the ship.  I do need to 

become acquainted with the head man at arms, Sergeant Mowett.  And the Bosun.  And 
eventually all of the crew.  But, I expect to give you policies which you will carry out.  I don't 
know how much these may depart from what you've done before, but here are some essentials:  
First, the Men at Arms must know enough about sailing the ship to be useful when needed.  
Likewise, the seamen need to be proficient in a fight if necessary, and able to help with the 
ballistae.  Everyone needs to be ready to stand watch.  All seamen must be trained and able to 
handle the wheel (tiller?).  You have someone as cook, a seaman perhaps?  That man needs to be 
ready for ordinary seaman duties if need be.  We are a small ship, and everyone needs to be 
ready to be useful doing whatever is needed.  We are likely to see action.  How well we sail, and 
how well we fight, is going to matter.” 

“One additional matter.  You have met Clethara.  She has been my partner on the 
Vigilance, and is very capable.  She is very capable and useful in a fight, too, as you will 



probably have a chance to see.   I trust her judgement.  Even though she has no official standing 
in The Militia, and is not authorized to give orders, I suggest you listen and seriously consider 
what she may say.  I will think of her as my unofficial assistant.  At all times under normal 
cruising conditions, either you, or I, or she, should be on deck or close at hand and ready.” 

“What do you intend for a normal cruising watch and rotation?” 
(Now I let him talk and ask questions.) 
I have as crew: Thumper and Clethara, Master Carthey, Midshipmen Blakerey and 

Rallen, Purser Fitzhugh, Sgt Mowett, 8 men at arms, Bosun(?)(name?)  ?? ordinary sailors, 
cook?  If total is 15, I have no bosun, cook, or ordinary sailors. 

Is there room for both Clethara and I to share the Captain's Cabin?  Does Carthey have 
his own cabin?  Mowatt? (Yes, they’d be small.) 
 
DM:  About the Manilla, she has a single vertical mast and a bowsprit, with her mast ten feet 
from the bow. 

There are fifteen general sailors aboard, eight men-at-arms, not counting Sergeant 
Mowett.  The Bosun’s name is Aubrey.  There is also a cook, one of the seamen. 

You could have purchased a makeshift uniform from the Militia supplier in Madra before 
you left.  No rank insignias, essentially that of a midshipman.  You could rate her as a 
midshipman temporarily, and if you bent the rules an acting lieutenant, but over the long run that 
could be cause for some problems. 

Carthey: “Not much in the way of discipline problems sir.  True, the men do carry on a 
bit, maybe a little more than they should, but it's a good ship and a good crew.  The bottom, well 
as far as I can remember, she got refitted during late summer, and then again two months later.  
That was a little over a month ago now, so...  I was ordered to get the ship ready for sea, but 
scraping the hull, that didn't get done, beggin’ your pardon Cap’n.  The sails were replaced at the 
same time as out last refit, so the same time the hull was scraped, and the riggin’, now that’s one 
thing we did just get done.  She's as tight as can be.  One thing that Captain Stansberry prided 
himself on was his gunnery.  We practiced with them maybe a week ago, not much since then.  It 
was more for speed, as we did everything but firing them right up until the end, where each 
ballista fired twice at floating barrels.  Well, Cap’n, we’ve been using Tolbi as a base these past 
two months, patrolling the area between there and Mikisalla down in Ocienia, taking messages 
and on the lookout for pirates and such.  Haven’t seen any action recently.  We missed that 
engagement a few weeks ago against Briggs.  Then we met up with the Sutherland and then 
made sail for Dale. Then you come aboard.” 

“Thankee’ sir, the Sgt., Mowett, sir, he’s a good man.  Very strict.  He keeps his men in 
line.  The Bosun, Aubrey, also not a bad man.  He's pretty good about his duties.  Captain 
Stansberry had his men at arms trained for basic sail handling, and the sailors are quite proficient 
with the ballistae, at least getting them ready, like I said, he liked to keep his artillery ready. 

“Ma’am, I understand that Cap’n.  I'll take what she has to say seriously.  Aye sir, She’ll 
be added to the watch rotation. 

You are the only person to have a “cabin,” that is to say, a room finished off with walls. 
Everyone else, except for the seamen, sling their hammocks in areas partitioned off by canvas 
screens. 

The Manilla has been operating in a three-watch rotation, with Carthey, Stansberry, and 
an acting Lt. who got transferred out at Dale. 



(Later) You got to Dale in the afternoon, so let’s say that final preparations take until 
morning, and you set sail down the river.  The river is about 25 feet across, and maybe 15 feet 
deep.  The wind is from the NW, so I'm gonna guess rowing.  Yes, you do have a jolly boat, 
capable of holding six people.  The wind is moderate.  You reach the end of the river and bring 
in the jolly boat.  What course? 
 
Thumper: Is the 47 ft the ship's length at the waterline?  Given the size of the crew, I'm starting 
to think she's bigger than I supposed.  The bow and bowsprit could add 10 ft, and the stern might 
overhang as much as 5 ft.   That might likely make her closer to 40 tons.  I expect, given the 
crew size, she has a yard and topsail.  Crow's nest?  (That would certainly be useful, though it 
does cut speed a tiny bit.) 

OK, so we have: Thumper and Clethara, Master Carthey, Midshipmen Blakerey and 
Rallen, Purser Fitzhugh, Sgt. Mowett + 8 men at arms, Bosun Aubrey + 15 sailors (one is the 
cook).  Total aboard: 31 

Clethara would pick up a “makeshift uniform” equivalent to a midshipman.  Except for 
her special relationship with the Captain, that seems about right in terms of protocol.  She won't 
officially be rated anything; the uniform is really just a convenience. 

I tell Carthey, “We are only a sloop, not a ship of the line, so we can be a bit more 
relaxed, but duties must be done and every man must be ready.  Glad to hear good attention has 
been given to practice with the ballistae.  When we do those drills, we’ll do it as you usually do.  
Next chance we get, we clean the hull.  No time for that now.  I’m afraid we may be at a 
significant disadvantage if it’s been several entire months.  Sounds like the sails and rigging 
should be OK.  We'll see.  You didn’t say what's been done with melee practice.  You know, 
cutlasses and such.  We may need to fight at close quarters.  Indeed, I’m likely to seek out that 
kind of action against larger opponents; it'll surprise them.  But more about tactics later.  I need 
to see how we are on basics first.” 

“Carthey, I want you to set up your watches like you usually do for the routine helm, 
sailhandling, lookout and such.  But you, Clethara, Mowett and I will not really be part of the 
normal rotation.  Yes, I want at least one of the four of us up at all times normally if anything is 
likely to happen.  Obviously the Bosun can head a watch, and maybe your two most capable 
seamen the other two, for purposes of handling the ship.  We'll want two men at arms on each 
section too; they can help with the sails or as lookout.  Does that make sense?  The point is, if 
something ‘interesting’ happens, I want to be sure you, Mowett, Clethara and I are as well rested 
and ready as possible.  That's what I’m considering.  Obviously, how we do in drills will help 
determine how practical that is.” 

 
Underway from Dale: 

 
Thumper (continued): Hmm, not a very big river.  There would be some current.  We’d trade off 
rowing assignments every hour or so.  I assume Carthey does that; if so (or something like that) I 
won't say anything.  I don’t want to stick my oar in unnecessarily.  While we are headed 
downriver (and it’s daylight), I'll make a point of keeping an eye on as much as I can.  I’ll ask 
Clethara to do the same.  I expect there are lots of trees along the river so they would break the 
wind.  We’ll have to do some dodging of branches.  I expect the channel is cut occasionally for 
sailing vessels, even though most traffic is by barge.  (Is there a small port at the mouth of the 
river?) 



We get to the sea.  NW wind, moderate breeze.  So, we beat upwind to the West (as close 
as we can).  Then tack to N (still close hauled) when we get out a ways.  Back and forth, at fairly 
close intervals.  These are “All hands up” drills at first, then by watch sections.  We get out a 
ways, and then do some jibes, and finally man overboard drills, pick up the floating object drills, 
casualty drills (suddenly the sheet is loosed, and another must be secured).  Eventually sail 
change drills.  All this takes the rest of the day.  I expect people to be fairly well worked by all 
this.  We go into normal watches for the night, heading generally North and West, occasionally 
doing tacks and jibes for practice but not as intensely as during the day.  I'm assuming clear and 
consistent weather.  I'd like to be maybe 10 miles SW of NW Cape at daybreak.  (How’d they 
do?) 

During the night, I won't be up all the time, but when I'm not Clethara and Carthey will 
be.  When I'm up, Mowett will be too.  I’ll talk to him about tactics and the ballista use.  What 
has been his normal manner of fighting ship to ship?  I'll mention that Clethara is able to cast 
“sleep” spells, which can make a huge difference in a boarding situation, and I’ve got a few 
tricks too. 

When I’m down below, I do make a point of reviewing charts and logs.  Any surprises? 
(I expect we’ll all be a bit tired the next day, but everybody will have gotten at least some 

rest.) 
Weather at daybreak?  What's the visibility?  (How far can one see?) 

 
DM: She is 47 feet at the waterline. She does have a yard, but no crow’s nest. 

Your number is correct.  So Clethera will wear her uniform.  The two of you share the 
cabin?  It’s small, but it’ll work. I'm sure you don’t mind a little close quarters. 

“Aye, aye cap’n. We’ll do some drills, then and I’ll put the crews to their paces when 
once we get out to sea.  Not much done with small arms, we have some, enough cutlasses for the 
crew, but Cap’n Stansberry’s idea was to keep a ship at ballista range, then board her after she 
struck her colors.  Aye aye sir, I’ll rate two men as bosun’s mates and they’ll each have a watch. 
So, five sailors, including the man on watch, two men-at-arms, meaning seven people on watch 
at a time. That'll do. 

There is a current, and the branches are cut. You are right that most of the traffic is barge, 
but they keep it accessible for larger ships to. There isn’t really a port, more like a few small 
docks for transferring cargo to barges.  There are no facilities there (ie. ship repair, victualing 
yards, etc.), just a few piers. 

You beat upwind, you can get her to about 30 degrees into the wind, and they do fairly 
well.  The sail handling is a little rough, but towards the end of the day once the drill has been 
ingrained into their heads, they get better. 

That night, you talk to Mowett.  He has a strategy in his head much like Stansberry.  He, 
having only so few men under his command aboard, would prefer to stand off and blow the crud 
out of a ship, then board when the crew is demoralized and not putting up much of a fight, or 
when they have surrendered. 

The logs and charts show that the Manila has been patrolling between Tolbi and 
Mikisalla for the past few months.  There are a few mentions of engagements against various 
ships, but nothing noteworthy. 

Daybreak comes, the wind has shifted to coming from the West, and has increased to 
about ten knots.  Clouds are rolling in from the West, storm clouds.  To the East you can see 
maybe 12 miles from the masthead.  No ships are in sight. 



 
Thumper:  Clethara will share my cabin, then.  (I really, really, need her to still be friendly; too 
crowded for otherwise!) 

I’ll talk to both Carthey and Mowett (with Clethara there too) about tactics during a 
changeover while we are all up.  “Using the ballistae and avoiding close contact is a good idea.  
Under normal circumstances, I’m inclined to do the same.  But if we have to take on a vessel 
better armed, especially if it’s faster, we need to be ready.  We surprise them.  But, that’s for 
unusual circumstances only.  The problem is that those unusual circumstances are when we have 
the most at risk.  So, I want to be ready if it comes to that.  Likely won’t.  But you never know.” 

“Looks like a storm coming.  Let’s see how we do.  I’d planned on mostly work with the 
ballistae and some cutlass practice today, but that will wait.”  We will work upwind, tacking, 
roughly due W of NW cape, slowly working upwind.  When it gets rough, we run NE or even E.  
Darn.  I’d hoped to check those caves.  I’d like to stay far enough out that we won’t be seen.  If it 
passes quickly, we’ll return W again, and I'll try to be maybe 5 miles W of NW cape at nightfall. 

(How are the two new watch captains doing?  Are the men at arms proving helpful?) 
 

DM: The new watch captains are doing ok.  They’ve only had a few watches, and haven’t 
crashed the ship.  You have no reason currently to doubt their ability.  The men-at-arms are 
performing well.  They are learning quickly, but there are some mistakes, ie. they haul the wrong 
lines, etc. 

The wind unexpectantly backs to the South, just as the brink of the cloud front hits you, 
so you can avoid it if you wish by running North, or even NE. 

 
Thumper:  We run North.  Assuming it passes quickly, we then beat back to the South to be off 
NW cape maybe 5 miles or so at nightfall.  During the night, assuming it’s calm and there’s 
some moon light, I want us to pull up off the “Smuggler's Cove.”  Clethara and I with 4 sailors 
will enter by boat and take a quick look to make sure it's not occupied (and, that Lord Rexul is 
not there).  I don’t know how much of the details you want to play out.  Ideally, we stay far 
enough away beforehand that we wouldn’t be spotted from the mountain above Daila.  Again, 
assuming calm, we should be able to safely get pretty close, so the search shouldn’t take long. 

By the way, note that Thumper has started working on “weather sense” proficiency.  Still 
a long way to go for it, and it’s a “W” roll (not very good), but it might make Thumper just a bit 
better at guessing what the weather is doing.  Maybe there’s some weather awareness in 
seamanship or navigation, too.  In the age of sail, weather matters a lot! 
 
Rendezvous: 
 
DM:  By nightfall, you are about five miles off of the NW cape.  Following your stated 
intentions, you head NE towards Smuggles Cove.  About 2 miles to the west from the entrance, a 
lookout cries, “Lights Due East!” 

Carthey is on deck at the time, and sends for you and Clethera  In fact, you can see lights. 
Three lanterns hanging on what appears to be a mast from a yard arm, and one at the bow. You 
can see the sails, and can identify that she is a Sloop. You estimate she's probably three miles 
out, and heading roughly SSW along the coast. 



I assume that you have lanterns out? you would know that the standard “running lights” 
for a Militia ship in other than a war zone is three lights hung from a yard arm, one at the bow, 
one at the stern.  What do you do? 
 
Thumper:  I’m assuming that the storm really didn't amount to all that much, and that the wind 
has slacked off again but is still from the South (exactly what I want it!). 

We would be moving quietly, without lights, since I didn’t want anyone to know we are 
here.  But, this other sloop changes things.  We are 2 miles W of the cave, and this other vessel is 
3 miles East, in other words, 1 mile from the cave on the other side.  Her course SSW is directly 
toward the cave!  Or, a point very close by, since there’s land in that direction, and no reason to 
go that way.  (Right?) 

“Carthey, we’re going to find out what's going on.  That may be a sloop of the Militia, 
but it may not be, too.  I want everyone quiet, but all hands on deck, and ready.  Whispers.  Man 
the ballistae.  Somebody have the lights ready to haul up when we show ourselves, but well-
hidden until then.  Let’s close up.  Continue the way we are going (toward the cave).  Put your 
best man on the helm.”  (Assuming we still have a wind from the South): “Let's stay pretty far 
up, close to the coast to make it harder to see us.  We want to be close enough to the cliffs to 
quiet the wind a little, but not to lose it altogether.  That will keep us steady and increase our 
accuracy.  If it comes to that.  I want to get as close as we can before they see us.  On the course 
they are on, they will have to do something soon, and that should keep them distracted.” 

“Clethara, you know what to do.  On a small vessel, a couple of sleeps ought to do it if 
we get in range.  They’ll probably have ballistae, so do a shield first if it’s apparent we have a 
fight.” 

I’m going to use my spyglass.  Is this the Pegasus?  Can I tell it’s not?  I'll try to 
recognize the ship and anyone I see.  Anything familiar?  Here'd a d20 roll: 4  And a d6 roll: 5. 

Ooh!  This could get interesting. 
 
DM:  No, the storm wasn’t as bad as it appeared. 

Ok, so no lights.  Got it.  When I said SSW, I meant that she was travelling along the 
coast, as the coast slants in that direction. 

“Aye, Aye Cap'n.  Bosun, call all hand quietly and double quick.  Man the ballistae. 
Prepare to light the running lanterns.  Pass out cutlasses.”  (And so on.)  The crew assembles, as 
well as the men-at-arms.  It’s dark, but the lanterns: Yup, there’s one on the stern.  The 
unidentified ship just came down and is heading due north.  You estimate that she is about 50 
feet long, a single masted sloop, a quarterdeck, there’s a good bit of crew activity, and with the 
aid of this, and your previous experience aboard her, you can see that it is, indeed, the HMS 
Pegasus.  You light the lanterns?  You are about two miles away from her at this point. 

Assuming you do, the Pegasus comes back up into the wind and heads directly for you. 
She approaches you, and you can see a lot of activity on her deck, and the two of you approach. 
You hear a cry, “Sail there! Identify yourself!” 

Carthey will call back, “HMS Manilla!” 
“Please confirm, did you just say Manilla?” 
“Aye!” 
“Is there a Commander Thumper aboard?” 
“Aye.”  Carthey turns to you and hands over the speaking trumpet he’s been using. 

 



Thumper:  “Lt Sackler, is that you?  Yes, Thumper here.  Glad to see you and not someone else.  
We need to talk.  Let's rendezvous near that cave under the lee of this headland.” 

I was planning to take a boat trip anyway.  Assuming we do just that, we will both pull up 
near the cave. Can we anchor?  Or too deep?  If not, we hove to.  I’ll go with Clethara and the 4 
sailors to Pegasus, leaving Carthey acting captain till I get back.  “I’m going to Pegasus, then to 
check the caves.  Look for my light.  Stay in the vicinity, but don't take risks with the ship.  If 
something surprising happens, well use your judgement.” 

We row over to (nearby) Pegasus and go aboard.  I'll get a report, and tell Sackler I’m 
going to search the caves.  Unless he knows something that says that would be unprofitable. 
 
DM: (Lt. Sackler)  “Ahoy, Commander, good to see you again!  This is Sackler, I figured I'd find 
you coming up from Dale. Very well, we shall proceed to rendezvous under the lee of the 
headland.  Shall we meet inside the cave, or shall I report aboard the Manilla?” 

Regardless, you beat up wind till you reach the mouth of the caves.  You remember the 
general location of the cave, but it's rather late at night by this point, and Carthey would rather 
that we wait to be making any boat trips up to the cliff face until dawn, Clethera will agree, 
remembering that small size of the entrance to that cave, and also the danger that a boat faced 
getting in.  You are able to anchor, and you go over to the Pegasus, or do you have Sackler come 
over to you? 
 
Thumper:  “No, Sackler, I'll be over to see you.  Then check the caves.” 

“Carthey, the whole point is to do this at night without being observed.  I was hoping for 
misty or hazy weather, but didn't get it.  And after that storm, they’ll be able to see us from the 
Earl’s lookout tower above Daila.  Fortunately, that storm has left things calm here in the lee.”  
 “Clethara, I do remember well the hazards going in.  Maybe Sackler can send a boat to 
follow us to the cave as an added safety measure.  We want to be well away from here by dawn.” 

“Uh, Carthey, the men in the boat: best if they are decent swimmers.  Just in case.” 
We will have light going into the cave.  It shouldn’t be visible from Daila.  Clethara has a 

hooded lantern.  Maybe Carthey can find a bullseye lantern; ought to be one on board. 
 

DM:  (Carthey)“Aye, aye Sir.”  He rattles off a list of six men’s names, and the crew starts 
clearing away the boat.  The boat will drop you off at the Pegasus, then proceed into the caves. 
“Aye Cap'n, they can swim good enough.” 

Clethera will volunteer to go in with the boat just in case there's anyone inside. 
You row over to the Pegasus, and when you ask Sackler to send his boat to follow yours 

in, his crew gets to work.  Incidentally, the Pegasus, is nearly identical to the Manilla, minus the 
forward ballistae.  Lt. Sackler invites you down to his cabin, and you sit down at the small table 
in there with him. 

“Commander, I recieved orders two days ago in Kalay Port, that you are now in overall 
command of the search for former Lord Rextul.  In accordance with this I replenished my 
supplies, made a quick stand into Injuma Bay, then proceeded around the Peninsula to meet you 
here.  The information I have is spotty.  I have a few people stating to have seen the ship Escape 
Route heading NE, or there abouts, the night that Miank took over the position of Lord of Kalay, 
and the brief of the wreckage discovered.  I intend, unless you have different orders for me, to 
sail an arc from NNW to E from Kalayport at a range of 45 miles from Kalay, to search for any 
signs of her.  Lt. Grundy and his squad of eight cavalry have been sweeping through the Injuma 



mountains, searching every nook and cranny for him, but so far nothing.  If they find anything, 
they will signal with a Red Flag placed in a high point, and then make their way to Madra.  Is 
this satisfactory? 

 
Thumper:  “Clethara and I go with the boat into the caves.  I wouldn’t send my sailors in 
defenseless like that.  If something’s in there, with Clethara and I, we can manage it.  I assume.  
(I thought there'd by 4 sailors, and that the boat could only carry 6?  Course, both Clethara and I 
are small.  I get Sackler’s report before we check the caves.  (After all, he may have already 
found Rextul.) 

Assuming we find nothing in the caves, “Lt Sackler, yes, that does sound good.  But there 
is the possibility that Lord Rextul has been taken to a certain island about 60 miles maybe NE of 
Injuma peninsula.  I intend to check that, then will rendezvous with you in the vicinity of 
Kalayport.  I want to go up into those mountains myself and see if I can talk to the Red Dwarves.  
They might know something.  Actually, let's BOTH go to the island, then back to Kalayport.  If 
there’s something up, it may be big enough I’ll need your support.  One way or another, we’ll 
first clear out, and be well to the NW by daybreak.  Keep in mind that the Earl has an outpost on 
top of that mountain, good for maybe 60 miles in very clear weather. 

 
DM: OK, you do a sweep through the caves, do you have two boats go in, one from Manilla and 
one from Pegasus?  Well, let’s see if anything crops up before we figure that out.  You don’t find 
anything, and the cave appears to be empty.  There’s no sign of recent activity inside.  You go 
back aboard your respective ships.  You sail NW, I’m assuming no particular order or formation, 
but by daybreak you are about 35 miles to the NW of Smuggler’s Cove.  The wind is still from 
the South, and you begin heading E towards the island?  

You never mentioned where you wanted Pegasus to be, ie. to windward, to leeward, in 
line behind you, three miles to the NW, etc.  It might be very important to know. 
 
Thumper: Only the boat from HMS Manilla entered.  The other was just there as an emergency 
backup. 
  
Pursued: 
 
DM:  About seven hours later, you hear a cry "Sail Ho!  Three sails to Windward, due South.”  
Three ships indeed are to the south, running north, it’s pretty clear, you estimate 12 miles away. 
“Looks like two sloops, and a ship, Cap’n.” calls your lookout. “They're running under all 
possible sail.” 
 
Thumper: Yes, we do as you describe, so we are headed toward the island, probably due North of 
Daila, when we see these ships.  Question: Has the visibility been such that we could have been 
seen from the vicinity of Daila? 

I signal Sackler to follow, and fall in on a line of bearing East of me.  (I assume we have 
a Militia or Navy standard system of signals.)  We jibe, and head East on a beam reach.  Now 
we’ll find out if they are after us or on some other errand.  “Carthey, make ready to put up 
everything we can.  We may be needing some speed.”  Do they change course after our 
maneuver?  I’ll study them with my glass.  I’ll signal to Sackler and ask if he knows who they 
are.  (With Pegasus due East, she’ll have clean air, even when we come up.) 



 
DM: OK, well that didn’t matter anyway.  It’s pretty clear, so if someone was looking for ships 
at sea, you probably would have been spotted.  You figure you are near to north of Daila when 
you see these ships.  They, when they see you, jibe as well, and head east on a beam reach, 
holding at about 12 miles from you.  Lt. Sackler is in line behind you.  Carthey says to you, 
“Cap’n, should I raise the militia flag?”  They appear to be shortening sail so as to keep due 
south of you. 
 
Thumper:  So are they trying to maintain a distance of 12 miles?  “Yes, by all means!  Raise the 
Militia flag.  Raise the Lumeria flag.  Let these jokers know they're messing with the King’s 
agents.” 

So, they’ve jibed to follow.  Not much trouble for a sloop, but that square rigger’s not so 
easy to jibe.  I signal Sackler, “Prepare to jibe, beam reach West,” then “Execute!”  We both jibe 
and head West.  Let’s see how easily they follow that!  We are more maneuverable than that ship 
is! 

Any idea who they are?  Flags?  “Ever seen them before, Carthey?” 
Can I see Lumeria? 

 
DM: “The flags go up, and the ships immediately jibe again and sail northward towards you.  
The square rigger is having some problems, and is lagging behind, and the sloops don’t seem to 
be waiting up for it. 

Lumeria flags, and also a flag that you haven’t seen before.  It depicts a white Lion 
standing on its hind legs, roaring on a black background. 

You hear a cry, “Sail Ho, Sails to Northward!”  Two sails, sloops, are about twelve miles 
to the north, one beating its way to the SW, the other to the SE, they also have the same two flags 
flying. 

“Cap’n, I ain’t never seen them before, but I haven’t been sailing in these parts for a 
while.” 

“Pegasus signaling, sir” reports one of the midshipman, “Request instructions.” 
  

Thumper:  Yeah, I figured that ship wasn’t going to be too handy.  So, now they are trying to 
close.  Good; that brings them down farther North.  Two more sloops to leeward, huh?  That 
makes it pretty clear what we’ve got to do. 

I reply to the midshipman, “Send, ‘Continue West for now.’” 
We have time.  “Carthey, remember how I said we might find ourselves in a difficult 

spot?  Well, looks like we might be getting along towards that.  We are going to fight the ship, if 
we have to, just like you’d planned.  Your men are good with the ballistae and we have four of 
them.  Pegasus another two.  Ought to be able to slow those sloops down.  The two to leeward 
won’t catch us.  The big ship’s going to be left behind.  Whatever happens, if things get tight, we 
need to get close.  50 yards or less for a “sleep” spell to work.  Two of those should take out a 
sloop.  We won’t have time to linger and capture one with this crowd at our heels, though.” 

“Midshipman, send to Pegasus, ‘If attacked and separated, head to Madra and report to 
HQ.’  Then send, ‘Plan to come up presently when so signaled.’” 

“Clethara, any idea who the white lion is?  Any good reason to think it's the Earl?” 



I need another “sleep” spell.  But, I don’t have time to switch now.  Clethara has two.  
And a stinking cloud, which won't do any good out here.  I’ll ask Clethara if she can get another 
“sleep.”  (Or, maybe she realized stinking cloud was useless and already has?) 

OK. Let's see what happens. 
 
DM: (Carthey) “Yeah, she’s getting left behind quickly, and is abandoning her attempt to jibe, 
and is just trying to get steerage way.” 

Pegasus will respond with “submit.” 
“Aye, Cap’n.”  Carthey turns to the ship,  “Beat to Quarters, clear for action, pass out 

cutlasses, etc.”  The same thing is going on aboard the Pegasus. 
Pegasus will respond with “submit.” 
To save time I’m going to roll for intelligence for both of you: Thumper: 11, under   

Clethera: 3, under.  You both look at each other in a second of epiphany, and remember that 
Crackum bore that device on his shield the last time you saw him, and you both remember that 
this was the crest of the Blackthorn Company. 

Clethera does not have another sleep spell. 
You continue on this course?  Since you did not say otherwise, you do.  You continue to 

sail W, the two sloops to the S come down to sail straight towards you.  You notice that they 
have raised signal flags, but you can’t quite make them out.  The Square rigger is now retiring E. 
 
Thumper: “Blackthorn.  Ah!  Allied with the Earl, last we heard, and apparently based in Daila.  
They’ve become a navy, apparently.  Pretty quickly too, so these won’t be the most experienced 
guys around when it comes to a fight at sea.  Probably tough in a melee though.” 

We continue sailing West.  It’s going to be a long chase.  That’s just what I want.  If the 
two to the South sail directly toward us, they will close the distance, but slowly, and end up 
behind us in a stern chase.  (Ha!  Shows their inexperience!)  They will be on a broad reach 
rather than beam reach, so they can close on us but it will take a while.  After all, they were 12 
miles away to begin with, and can’t be more than a knot or so faster on that point of sail.  The 
sloop that was to leeward headed SW will fall behind if it tries to come up, or will parallel us at a 
considerable distance if it tries to match speed. 

Clethara has plenty of time to learn a spell.  I suggest replace stinking cloud with sleep.  
I’m thinking of doing so myself, since we should have some hours of chase before anything can 
happen.  (Right?) 

Looks like 2 vs 2, if it comes to action.  We should win that fight. 
I’ll take the time to scan the horizon, especially South (can I see the mountain and 

shrine?) and North to East (Can I see the island?). 
I will estimate time until the two sloops close to ballista range.  “Signal Pegasus, ‘Plan to 

continue as present.  Expect to engage one on your side, I’ll take the other.  Let them commit 
first shot and show hostile intent.  Believed to be Blackthorn, Allied to Earl.’”  To Carthey, “I’m 
going to go below and prepare another ‘sleep’ spell.  If they break off, I won’t need it, so let me 
know.”  (I expect by now Clethara has hers.  W roll: 5.  (She should be back up when Thumper 
goes down.) 

In case I need it: d20=18, d6=2 for Thumper. 
One of the things I’m anticipating is that these two sloops may give up and turn back to 

the East.  If that happens, I signal, “Follow my maneuvers, tack together,” to Pegasus (still to the 
East).  Then we both tack, which would be to a direction SE approximately, heading pretty much 



toward the retiring sloops.  If they head back towards us, we tack away.  We don’t really want to 
close on them as long as they are upwind.  We are going to try to work our way upwind of them, 
even though that may well leave us considerably farther West.  Pegasus will remain to my East. 

 
DM: Yes, the Blackthorn Company. 

Well, they’re still sailing after you.  The other sloop has hoisted a series of signal flags, 
and soon you can tell what they mean. 

“Sophia to Militia Ships, request meeting.” 
To this effect, the two sloops southward have hauled a white flag up to the top of their 

mastheads, as well as replaced the Lumerian Flag with a white one. 
 
Thumper:  OK, we tack, and come up to windward of them.  Do they hove to?  I close and hail 
Sackler, “You do the talking.  I don’t want them to know I’m here.”  Clethara will stay out of 
sight.  “Carthey, you act the Captain.  They shouldn't know I’m here.”  I make myself look as 
ordinary as possible. 

OK, I guess we rendezvous.  Pegasus is in the lead. 
Point of clarification:  I hailed Sackler shortly after tacking, well before we approached 

the two Blackthorn sloops. 
 

DM:  You tack, and come to windward and they do hove to when you reach them.  Carthey will 
quickly ask to borrow your hat and uniform coat if that’s the case, and you will retire below?  Or 
stay on deck?  I assume you take off your ears. 

You rendezvous with the two ships, the lead ship, named Sophia, sends a boat to Pegasus, 
and it seems as though there is talking going on between the officer and Sackler.  After maybe 
twenty minutes, the officer goes over the side and goes back to the Sophia.  The Sophia signals, 
“Maverick, Renown, Gallant rendezvous at 04.” 

All four ships in sight then change course to sail Eastward. 
You are able to see Lumeria, and looking hard you can pick out the Shrine, barely.  But 

the Island is still out of sight.  The square rigger is gone. 
Quickly, Sackler will come aboard to report to you and when the two of you are down in 

your cabin, he will tell you: “Those ships are apparently out here for the same reason we are, but 
there’s something odd about it.  They do admit to being part of a Blackthorn Company, who I 
believe you have heard of, but they won’t say who hired them.  However, for some reason they 
have orders to aid our effort to find Rextul, and to aid us completely.  They say that they have 8 
ships out here searching, and that they still haven’t found anything. 

 
We Search the Seas: 

 
Thumper: (I’d go to Sackler.  Maybe we’d hove to, and pull up alongside.  I want the 
Blackthorns to think he’s in charge.) 

“Good news, Sackler.  I really didn’t want to have to fight a whole navy.  Eight ships!  
They are searching Eastward, and have been doing so.  So, maybe it makes sense for us to search 
toward the West.  West and North.  No telling what’s out here.  Rextul would not want to stay in 
waters easily within the Earl’s reach, after all.  If it was his decision.  So, here’s what we will do.  
We’ll spread out, to remain within sight of each other.  You to the East of me.  Close if visibility 
is reduced.  We will head North by NW for the rest of the day.  That should take us a long way, 



and we should be able to see any hazards.  We close at nightfall, carry lanterns, and sail East.  I 
imagine we will be sweeping Eastward through the night, but with reduced sail.  Have someone 
take soundings; we don't want surprises.  By morning, we should be due North of Lumeria at 
maybe 80 or more miles.  We will then sweep East, and after sweeping well north of that 
unnamed island, we’ll continue around to due East of Lumeria at maybe 100 miles.  That's what I 
have in mind for now.  Any suggestions?" 

“These Blackthorne people may say they are helping, but be wary.  Be ready for a fight if 
any of them close on us.  I'm fairly sure they work for the Earl.  He may already have Rextul and 
this is an elaborate hoax.  If so, not much we can do.  Yes, I can believe he wants Rextul too, and 
if we find him first they may try to take him from us.  But, first to find him.  No use searching 
the island yet; they’d have already done that.  Maybe later.  Besides, Rextul wouldn't hide there 
from the Earl, who knows all about it.” 

So, that’s what we'll do. 
Are Sophia and the second sloop we rendezvoused with about the same as Pegasus?  Two 

ballistae?  Same rig?  Do I have a general impression of how well they were handled?  Carthey 
know any of those vessels (Sophia, Maverick, Renown, Gallant)?  We saw 5 ships: the square 
rigger and 4 sloops.  Wonder what the other 3 are, and where they are.  I'm guessing farther East. 

“Carthey, you can put the ship on a normal watch rotation.  Be sure we keep a good 
lookout.  We’re going into uncharted waters.  Somewhere out there is some kind of barrier to 
distant travels, and we don’t want to find it too suddenly.” 

Since I was able to see (and take a bearing to) the Shrine, I should have a pretty good fix 
on where we are.  From here on, it's going to be dead reckoning.  I try to be very attentive to the 
log (measuring speed) and direction to keep an accurate track.  Perhaps I can ask you [as DM] 
for estimated positions in terms of distance and direction (bearing) from the shrine? 

 
DM:  The wind shifts so that it is coming from the SE, pushing you on your way. That was an 
hour or so after noon, and you're going probably 7 knots, and about two hours later you are 
summoned on deck.  “Cap'n, rocks and shoals dead ahead sir!” 

You come on deck and low and behold, you can see breakers and rocks about a mile 
ahead, almost as though they just appeared.  In fact, now that you can see them, they seem to be 
in a straight line running from WSW to ENE as far as you can make out.  Carthey has already 
signalled Pegasus to take come about and has sent a man forward to cast the lead.  Looking 
ahead, it seems that, though there is no fog, you simply can’t sea past maybe a mile or so of the 
rocks.  It's strange.  Pegasus it coming about and is laying in a course due E towards you. 
 
Thumper:  Looks like we found the “Outer Limits.”  To the helmsman, and whoever has the 
watch: “First, let’s jibe and come up on an Easterly course.”  We do that.  That should take us 
gradually away from the shoals.  “Have someone take soundings.  Shouldn’t find the bottom this 
far away, but I’d like to know.” 

I guess Pegasus was to the West.  They would have found the shoals first; that makes 
sense.  We will sail East.  At what point, (bearing and distance from NW Point or the Shrine do I 
recon we are?  I want to plot these rocks onto my chart.  I expect the spray may be hindering 
visibility beyond.  What time of day is it? 

“Keep an eye, lookout, on those shoals.  And ahead.  Let me know if you see anything 
but a solid straight line of breakers.”  I assume Carthey appears or is up.  “Carthey, we’d better 
double the lookouts.  Could be more of this ahead.  If we encounter that, we'll have to tack.” 



I'm going to study this line of breakers with my spyglass.  Do I see actual rocks?  Do they 
look natural?  Seems odd for a natural feature to be perfectly straight.  Really curious. 

I guess we start our Easterly leg here.  We are going to have to be very, very careful 
during the night.  I’m making a point of watching the wind, and will tell the watch to do the 
same.  Any backing toward the East, and we’ll find ourselves heading more Northward toward 
those shoals again, if they indeed stretch in a straight line. 
 
DM:  Ok, the three groups continue on their courses.  You continue East through the night. 
eventually the lights disappear, and morning comes.  You are about 45 miles north of the NE 
Point, and maybe 50 miles E.  The wind is still on it’s same course, and Pegasus has dropped 
back some to about two miles astern.  It’s a clear day, no clouds, and about eight oclock, a 
lookout calls “Land Ho!  South by South East, distance 12-15 miles!” 

Pegasus signals “Ship, hull down, spotted astern, 15 miles, course East, no longer in 
sight.” 
 
Thumper:  That puts the land almost directly upwind, right?  (Wind from SE I believe.)  Pegasus 
is to my West now (astern) and we are close hauled on starboard tack.  That means that if we 
want to approach the island (which is what I assume it is) we need to continue for now, then tack 
to the south (or SSW).  I signal my intention to Pegasus.  Make sure lookouts are alert.  I'm 
guessing another hour or two and we will be ready to tack.  I want to wait until (as I estimate) 
Pegasus can make the E side of the island close hauled.  I will sail farther, off the wind, and 
converge on her course.  I’ll signal Pegasus to tack when she wants, and we will tack at the same 
time.  That should have us both approaching the island from Southeast, arriving just East of the 
island, at about the same time.  I’m guessing we get there about noon. 
	


